
Which State Has the Best Land Trust Law? – Part 1 

In my last lesson you learned some of the benefits of owning your property in a 
Land Trust and being the “property manager,” NOT the owner of real estate. In 
this lesson you will learn which states have the best Land Trust Statute Law and 
why. You will also learn that you do not have to form a Land Trust in YOUR state 
OR the state where the PROPERTY is located to hold title to the property. Wow, 
really?  

                                            

It is important to understand that there is no Federal Land Trust Law. Each state 
has its own laws regarding trusts and most states do not have a specific Land 
Trust Statute. Because states are required (under the Full Faith and Credit Act 
Article IV Section 1 of the United States Constitution) to respect the "public acts, 
records, and judicial proceedings of every other state” you can create a Land Trust 
in one state (I suggest using a state that has an actual Land Trust Statute) to hold 
title to property in another state. 
 

Illinois (which is considered the “granddaddy of land trust laws”) has over 100 
years of case law (which means thousands of decisions by Illinois courts over the 
last 100+ years regarding Land Trusts and issues related to them). Illinois land 
trust law and Massachusetts business trust law set the foundation for all other 
states to follow.  This is the reason why most Land Trusts today are referred to as, 
“Illinois TYPE Land Trusts.”  See Hart v. Seymur, 147 Ill.598 (Ill. 1893).  
 

Rather than drafting their own statutes, most states just model their laws after 
Illinois and Massachusetts.  Thus, with the exception of Florida, Virginia, Texas, 
North Dakota, Indiana, Hawaii, Arizona, Ohio, and California: there is little 
statute law in any of the other states on which land trusts can be based.  
Consequently, trusts are valid in most all (with certain exceptions like Wisconsin 
stated below) states except Louisiana (Louisiana’s laws are based on French Civil 
law so check with local legal counsel to determine usage potential. I have talked 



with attorneys in Louisiana that say they created Land Trusts in their state…but I 
have not personally seen a Louisiana Land Trust). 

The differences from state-to-state hinge primarily on the issue of Trustee’s 
Duties. Some states (i.e. Wisconsin) require active duties of the Land Trust 
Trustee to validate the Trust and prevent it from being considered a “dry trust.” I 
don’t like Wisconsin trust law because I don’t want my Trustee to do ANYTHING 
other than hold title to my property! I don’t want my Trustee to insure the 
property, collect rents, provide management duties, cash checks, etc.  

In fact, by Wisconsin requiring active duties of a Land Trust Trustee, it is 
preventing the Land Trust from being beneficiary driven. Most Trusts are Trustee 
driven (meaning that the Trustee makes decisions for the Trust and its assets). 
The Land Trust is significantly different in that the beneficiary makes all the 
decisions for the Trust and its asset. And this is the way I like it! 

So, getting back to the best state Land Trust Law (in my opinion)….here is the big 
reveal………….drumroll, please……………. 

 

                                                          

Yes, it is Virginia! Why? Let me count the ways….. 

………..to be continued in my next lesson. 

So, what did we learn today? We learned that you don’t have to create a Land 
Trust in the state where the property is located (or where you, the Beneficiary, is 
located). We also learned that while Illinois and Massachusetts have the most 
legal history on Land Trusts they are not necessarily the best states to form our 
Land Trusts in. I also revealed that my favorite state to form a Land Trust in is 



Virginia, but I ran out of space and will have to explain why next time. See you 
then! 

 

 

Research…your state’s Trust laws and see if it has a Land Trust Statute. 

Ask…other real estate investors if they use Land Trusts and which state they recommend. 

Learn…all you can about the Trust laws in YOUR state and how they might affect your real 

estate holdings. 

 

 

 

 

 


